Renault LCV
Accessories range
Look after yourself

Just like all Renault vehicles designed for professionals, Renault accessories are useful, practical and reliable!

Whether they are used for towing, transport, protection, safety or even for a short trip... don’t waste a minute, find out about these essential accessories!
The Renault Kangoo: Efficient, smart and versatile

The Renault Kangoo has been specifically designed to meet the needs of professionals, whatever their business environment. With panel van, crew van and fully electric versions, the Kangoo can be adapted to your every demand, offering a wide range of custom-built and practical solutions.
Kangoo - Protection

Mats

01 Standard Textile mats
Compatible with the vehicle’s original fittings. Made to measure. Durable and adapted to professional use.
77 11 426 826

Ply lining

02 Ply lining - Kangoo Van
Ply lining - Kangoo Maxi
Ply lining - Kangoo Van Z.E.
Ply lining - Kangoo Maxi Z.E.

- 6mm full sides and top door panels
- 9mm floors and wheel arch boxes
- Aluminium trim to the rear of the floor and side door where applicable
- Silicone sealed around the wheel arch boxes and abutment of sides and floor
- All E1 grade plywood.

to be ordered through AOL
Body

01 Rear Window Protection Grille (right-hand side)
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
77 11 423 217

02 Rear Window Protection Grille (left-hand side)
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
77 11 423 218

Sensors

03 Rear parking sensors
Alert you of any obstacles behind the vehicle with a series of increasingly rapid beeps.
8201373014

Front parking sensors
Alert you of any obstacles in front of the vehicle with a series of increasingly rapid beeps.
77 11 238 161
Roof

01 Transversal roof bars
Set of 2 pre-assembled bars with a steel profile covered with a black PVC sheath.
• Feet with plastic hood.
• Does not hold a roof box, bike carrier or ski carriers.
• Maximum authorised load (including the weight of the bars): 100 kg.
82 01 160 995

02 Roof rack L1
Roof rack L2
Fits on to original positions and support feet.
• Easy loading thanks to a loading roller (only on hinged door with no sunroof).
• Aerodynamic noise is limited thanks to a deflector.
• Tested in a blowing tunnel.
• Anti-corrosion treatment using black polyester paint.
• Maximum load allowed on the roof (including the roof rack): 100 kg.
• Seals off the sunroof opening when fitted on the vehicle.
• Feet with black plastic hood.
77 11 423 533 (L1)
77 11 424 099 (L2)

Tow Bar

03 Towing kit - fixed tow bar and single loom
Heavy duty towing. Epoxy powder anti-corrosion treatment.
82 01 358 771 (Tow Bar)
82 01 443 573 (Wiring Loom)
Interior

01 Near side Basic block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 2 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 762mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 16.84kg
- To be ordered on AOL

02 Near side Standard block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mat and divider
- 1 Shelf with 1 S boxx and 1 M boxx
- with handle
- 1 Shelf with 2 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe.
- Width 762mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 21.5kg
- To be ordered on AOL

03 Near side Professional block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mat and divider
- 2 drawers with mats and dividers
- 1 Shelf with 2 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 762mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 29.22kg
- To be ordered on AOL

04 Off side Basic block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1246mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 27.22kg
- To be ordered on AOL

05 Off side Standard block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 shelf tray with 5 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
- 1 Shelf tray with 2 S boxx and 2 M boxxes
- one with handle
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1246mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 32.26kg
- To be ordered on AOL

06 Off side Professional block
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 shelf tray with 5 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
- 2 Drawers with mats and dividers
- 2 T boxxes
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1246mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1034mm
- Weight 43.34kg
- To be ordered on AOL

All professional storage come with Sortimo safety floor.
Chevrons

01 Full rear chevrons
Flooded Chapter 8 kits consisting of the following: ORACLE Yellow-green Fluorescent Vinyl Panels. 3M Red Diamond Grade chevrons - the angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees. This meets Chapter 8 requirements for rear reflective markings.
77 11 433 992

02 Full rear chevrons without window panel
77 11 433 993

03 Lower half height chevrons
77 11 433 994

04 Magnetic Chevron Kangoo
77 11 434 009
Safety locks

01 DeadLock Kit-Front Door
DeadLocks have been used with great success in the industry for many years and still tend to be the preferred option for many users. Our Thatcham Quality Assured DeadLocks improve security by adding an additional locking point to the door, and therefore works independently to the vehicles existing locking mechanism. Requiring user interaction, it gives flexibility by allowing the user to decide when the door is locked or unlocked.
77 11 434 017

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Front Door
77 11 434 061

DeadLock Kit-Sideload Door
77 11 434 018

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Sideload Door
77 11 434 062

02 SlamLock 2 Door Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn
Human error is the largest cause for vehicles being left unlocked, our Thatcham Quality Assured SlamLock addresses the problem by design. Our SlamLock automatically locks when the vehicle door is closed, which cannot be opened unless the correct high security key is used, ensuring the door is always locked and dramatically reduces the chance of theft.
77 11 434 049

03 ProtektaPlate 4 Door Set-Driver, Passenger, Side Loading, Rear Barn
As OEM security increases and develops, so do the methods a thief adopts to bypass these systems. Criminals now study the OEM system to perfect their entry techniques. Our ProtektaPlate is designed to answer these vehicle specific threats, with each one being uniquely designed to address vehicle and door specific vulnerability.
77 11 434 052

04 ProtektaPlate 2 Door Set-Side Loading, Rear Barn
77 11 434 053

05 ArmourShell 2 Door Mini Set- Side Loading, Rear Barn - Black
Our Thatcham Quality Assured ArmourShell is the product of choice for those who require the ultimate answer to their security needs. No expense was spared when producing this pedigree locking system. The high security low-maintenance semi-automatic locking system houses the hardened steel locking bolt. With a simple push-to-lock mechanism, allows for quick and easy vehicle lockup, with the user having to use the high security keys provided in order to unlock this product.
77 11 434 057
The Renault Trafic: Efficient, clever and versatile

The Trafic Van has been specifically designed to meet the needs of professionals, whatever their business environment. With panel van, crew van and passenger versions, the Trafic is designed with you in mind, offering a wide range of specialist and practical solutions, plus the ability to create other variations using the Platform Cab version as a base. With its stylish design, efficient engines, the latest on-board technology and high levels of comfort and safety, the Trafic ticks all of the boxes.
Trafic - Protection

Mats

01 Textile floor mats
Compatible with the vehicle’s original fittings. Made to measure. Durable and adapted to professional use.
82 01 437 621 (Row 1)
82 01 437 617 (Row 2)
82 01 437 619 (Row 3)

Rubber Mats

02 Rubber mats front row
Waterproof and easy to wash.
82 01 409 823 (Row 1)
82 01 409 824 (Row 2)
82 01 409 825 (Row 3)

Ply Lining

03 Ply Lining SL
Ply Lining LL
Ply Lining LL Crew
• 6mm full sides and top door panels
• 9mm floors and wheel arch boxes
• Aluminium trim to the rear of the floor and side door where applicable
• Silicone sealed around the wheel arch boxes and abutment of sides and floor
• All E1 grade plywood.
to be ordered through AOL
Body

01 Boot Entry Guard
Stainless steel. Covers and protects the loading area entry.
82 01 403 684

02 Protection grilles for windows - rear - swinging doors
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
82 01 454 538

Sensors

03 Front Parking Sensors
Alert you of any obstacles in front of the vehicle with a series of increasingly rapid beeps.
77 11 238 161

Rear parking sensors
Alert you of any obstacles behind the vehicle with a series of increasingly rapid beeps.
82 01 373 014
Interior protection

01 Driver Seat tailored Heavy Duty cover (black)
- 100% waterproof
- Proven for use in harsh environments
- Keeps your seats looking like new
- Parachute thread for added long term strength
- Protects your investment 'the residual value of your vehicle'
- Made from super tough hardwearing 210 denier nylon with waterproof PVC backing
- Reduces wear and tear to the original seat fabric.

02 Passenger Seat tailored Heavy Duty cover (black) with mobile office

03 Passenger Seat Heavy Duty cover (black) without mobile office
Trafic - Design

Body

01 Sport+ Pack

Sport+ striping and decals, LEDs, Front spoiler plus fog light surrounds, High level rear spoiler. With dynamic and robust lines, the Renault Trafic has a distinctive design with features such as the new Brand Identity front grille with prominent Renault Diamond, slender, expressive headlights and protective wraparound front bumper, giving the front end a strong, determined look that makes it stylish as well as practical. To complement these features, the Sport+ pack accessory is available featuring:

- Front and rear spoilers with design cues from our Renault Sport range
- Front fog light surrounds
- LED Daytime Running Lights
- Decal striping designed to fit the contours of the Trafic van

These all come together to create a stylish van which stands out from the crowd on the road.

77 11 433 967 (SWB Sport Pack + (Red))
77 11 433 969 (SWB Sport Pack + (White))
77 11 433 970 (SWB Sport pack + (Black))
Body

01 Side Steps (right and left)
The sidesteps provide easy access in and out of the vehicle or when loading items on the roof.
77 11 433 968 (SWB Side Steps (right and left))
77 11 434 079 (LWB Side Steps (right and left))

02 Side Bar
Steel. Stylish accessories to underline the vehicle design.
82 01 555 022 SWB Left Side Bar
82 01 487 337 SWB Right Side Bar
82 01 487 347 LWB Left Side Bar
82 01 555 027 LWB Right Side Bar

03 Balmoral Alloy Wheel and tyre
Give your Renault Trafic a stylish sport look with black Diamond-cut, 18” alloy wheels.
77 11 599 876 (DFS)

Leather

04 Leather - (Van range - 3 seats)*
77 11 599 910

05 Leather - (Crew Van range - 6 seats)*
77 11 599 911

06 Leather - (Passenger range - 9 seats)*
77 11 599 912

*Leather facings with synthetic leather sides and backs
Trafic - Transport

**Tow bars**

01 **Quick release towbar**
Easily retractable without tool, becomes invisible once the tow ball is removed. Especially made for flexible use. Towbar pack approved with the vehicle.

82 01 413 370

**Fitting kit**
82 01 4133 734

7 pin wiring loom
82 01 440 358

13 pin wiring loom
82 01 441 948

02 **Interior roof rack: SWB (L1) only**

82 01 454 554

03 **Trafic Interior Lighting.**
Increases visibility inside the loading area. Length: 1.50 m. Power: 7.2 W / linear meter. 2 ramps per part number.

82 01 529 567 2 LCV LED ramps
82 01 543 589 LED Bulbs x2
**Interior**

01 **Near side Basic block.**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1120mm
- Weight 23.66kg
- To be ordered on AOL

02 **Near side Standard block**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf tray with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 M boxxes,
- 1 M boxx with handle
- 1 base plinth with Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1120mm
- Weight 27.88kg
- To be ordered on AOL

03 **Near side Professional block**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mat and divider
- 1 shelf tray with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 drawers with mat and dividers
- 1 shelf tray with 2 T boxxes
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1120mm
- Weight 35.96kg
- To be ordered on AOL

04 **Off side Basic block.**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 6 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1170mm
- Weight 42.75kg
- To be ordered on AOL

05 **Off side Standard block**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 case clamp and baffle plate
- 2 shelf trays with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 M boxxes,
- 1 M boxx with handle
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1170mm
- Weight 50.75kg
- To be ordered on AOL

06 **Off side Professional block**
- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 case clamp and baffle plate
- 2 shelf trays with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 T boxxes
- 1 drawer with mat and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1170mm
- Weight 58.90kg
- To be ordered on AOL

All professional storage come with Sortimo safety floor.
Chevrons

01 H1 Full Rear (Standard Height Chevron)
Flooded Chapter 8 kit consisting of the following: ORACLE Yellow-green Fluorescent Vinyl Panels. 3M Red Diamond Grade chevrons - the angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees. This meets Chapter 8 requirements for rear reflective markings.
77 11 433 985

02 H1 without window panel (Standard Height)
77 11 433 986

03 H1 lower half height
77 11 433 987

04 Top half
77 11 433 988
Safety locks

01 DeadLock Kit-Front Door

DeadLocks have been used with great success in the industry for many years and still tend to be the preferred option for many users. Our Thatcham Quality Assured DeadLocks improve security by adding an additional locking point to the door, and therefore works independently to the vehicles existing locking mechanism. Requiring user interaction, it gives flexibility by allowing the user to decide when the door is locked or unlocked.

77 11 434 024

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Front Door

77 11 434 066

DeadLock Kit-Sidelloading Door

77 11 434 025

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Side Sidelloading Door

77 11 434 067

02 OBD Port Protector-Kit

Our Thatcham Quality Assured OBD Port Protector encompasses the On Board Diagnostics (OBD) socket in a solid steel box secured with a high security, anti-drill and anti-pick lock, physically prevents access to the OBD socket without the correct high security key.

77 11 434 042

03 SlamLock 2 Door Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn

Human error is the largest cause for vehicles being left unlocked, our Thatcham Quality Assured SlamLock addresses the problem by design. Our SlamLock automatically locks when the vehicle door is closed, which cannot be opened unless the correct high security key is used, ensuring the door is always locked and dramatically reduces the chance of theft.

77 11 434 051

04 ArmourShell 2 Door Mini Set- Side Loading, Rear Barn - Black

Our Thatcham Quality Assured ArmourShell is the product of choice for those who require the ultimate answer to their security needs. No expense was spared when producing this pedigree locking system. The high security low-maintenance semi-automatic locking system houses the hardened steel locking bolt. With a simple push-to-lock mechanism, allows for quick and easy vehicle lockup, with the user having to use the high security keys provided in order to unlock this product.

77 11 434 058

05 SlamHandle 2 Door Set - Side Loading Rear Barn

There is a growing problem with van handles being removed easily due to the way they are fixed; through un-secure fixings. Whilst other products offer limited protection, the SlamHandle is the only product which provides full protection against this break-in method. The SlamHandle utilises a built in SlamLock, that when the vehicle door is closed, it locks automatically, keeping the vehicle secure at all times.

77 11 434 059 Stainless Steel
77 11 434 060 Black

06 PedalBox-Standard Kit (Manual)

The Thatcham Quality Assured PedalBox was designed and developed to prevent vehicle theft. Advanced thieves are replacing some vehicles easily accessible ECU with their own (with a matched key), allowing them to open and drive away with the vehicle. The PedalBox is constructed from High grade steel and is then finished with highly visible yellow coating, allowing this product to be seen in low light. This product simply hooks under the driving pedals and then locks over the top, preventing physical access to the pedals; stopping this type of theft.

77 11 599 849
03 Renault Master: a solution for you

The Master Van has been specifically designed to adapt to the most demanding requirements. It is efficient with space, boasting load volumes of up to 17m³ and payloads of up to 1,593kg (3.5T versions) and 2,167kg (4.5T versions). It is practical, with a range of factory conversions to fit your needs, including Tippers and Luton vans. It is versatile, Platform and Chassis Cab versions can be converted into a vast array of other products, from wheelchair access minibuses and refrigerated vans, to ambulances. It also makes your working day easier and safer, with electronic stability controls (ESC) now standard on every version of the Master featuring Hill Start Assist, Grip Xtend and Trailer Swing Assist.
Master - Protection

Mats
01 Textile floor mats
Compatible with the vehicle’s original fittings.
Made to measure. Durable and adapted to professional use
77 11 427 552

Ply Lining
02 Ply Lining FWD SL
Ply Lining FWD MM
Ply Lining FWD MH
Ply Lining FWD LWB
- 6mm full sides and top door panels
- 9mm floors and wheel arch boxes
- Aluminium trim to the rear of the floor and side door where applicable
- Silicone sealed around the wheel arch boxes and abutment of sides and floor
- All E1 grade plywood

to be ordered through AOL

Body
03 Rear protective window grills
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
77 11 427 945
Sensors

01 Reversing camera and screen
Includes a camera and an interior mirror with screen.
82 01 302 980

02 Rear Parking Sensors
Alert you of any obstacles behind the vehicle with a series of increasingly rapid beeps.
82 01 373 014

Interior

03 Driver Seat tailored Heavy Duty cover (black)
- 100% waterproof
- Proven for use in harsh environments
- Keeps your seats looking like new
- Parachute thread for added long term strength
- Protects your investment ‘the residual value of your vehicle’
- Made from super tough hardwearing 210 denier nylon with waterproof PVC backing
- Reduces wear and tear to the original seat fabric.
77 11 434 148

04 Passenger Seat tailored Heavy Duty cover (black)
77 11 434 149
Master - Transport

Roof

01 Steel ladder
Essential for an easy access to the roof. Galvanized steel. Load-bearing limit: 150 kg. Mounting inside the door for better hold.
H1: composed of 6 rungs. Height: 1,810 mm. H2: composed of 7 rungs. Height: 1,890 mm.

02 Aluminium Roof Rack
Roof rack: supplied with rear roller (for easy loading). Mounting on specific anchor points.

03 Walkway
Walkway: essential to move safely on the roof rack without damaging it.

04 Transversal Aluminium roof bar
Set of 2 bars. Can fit 2 or 4 bars. Load-bearing limit for 2 bars: 89.5 kg / for 4 bars: 181.5 kg.

Tow Bar

05 Tow Bars
Anti-rust treatment of protective coatings. Towbar pack approved with the vehicle.
**Interior**

**01 Near side Basic block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 25.5kg

To be ordered on AOL

**02 Near side Standard block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mat and divider
- 1 shelf tray with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 M boxxes,
- 1 M boxx with handle
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 29.2kg

To be ordered on AOL

**03 Near side Professional block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 1 shelf trays with mat and divider
- 1 shelf tray with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 drawers with mat and dividers
- 1 shelf tray with 2 T boxxes
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- Width 1004mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 37.27kg

To be ordered on AOL

**04 Off side Basic block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 6 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 44.9kg

To be ordered on AOL

**05 Off side Standard block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 case clamp and baffle plate
- 2 shelf trays with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 M boxxes,
- 1 M boxx with handle
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 52.6kg

To be ordered on AOL

**06 Off side Professional block**

- Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
- 3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
- 1 case clamp and baffle plate
- 2 shelf trays with 4 S boxxes and
- 1 double S boxx
- 1 shelf tray with 2 T boxxes
- 1 drawer with mat and dividers
- 1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
- 1 prosafe strap buckle
- Width 1972mm
- Depth 382mm
- Height 1289mm
- Weight 60.76kg

To be ordered on AOL

All professional storage come with Sortimo safety floor.
Master - Safety

Chevrons

01 Master 60 Full Rear Chevron (Medium Roof)
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 60 degrees. This meets Chapter 8 requirements for rear reflective markings and is used for Escort Vehicles.
77 11 433 979

02 Full Rear Chevron (Medium Roof)
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees.
77 11 433 980

03 Without Window (Medium Roof)
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees.
77 11 433 981

04 Window only
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees.
77 11 433 982

05 Lower half height
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees.
77 11 433 983

06 1/4 height
The angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees.
77 11 433 984
Safety locks

01 DeadLock Kit-Front Door
DeadLocks have been used with great success in the industry for many years and still tend to be the preferred option for many users. Our Thatcham Quality Assured DeadLocks improve security by adding an additional locking point to the door, and therefore works independently to the vehicles existing locking mechanism. Requiring user interaction, it gives flexibility by allowing the user to decide when the door is locked or unlocked.
77 11 434 021

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Front Door
77 11 434 064

DeadLock Kit-Sideloaded Door
77 11 434 022

DeadLock Kit-Passenger Sideloaded Door
77 11 434 065

03 SlamLock 2 Door Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn
Human error is the largest cause for vehicles being left unlocked, our Thatcham Quality Assured SlamLock addresses the problem by design. Our SlamLock automatically locks when the vehicle door is closed, which cannot be opened unless the correct high security key is used, ensuring the door is always locked and dramatically reduces the chance of theft.
77 11 434 050

04 ProtektaPlate 4 Door Set-Driver, Passenger, Side Loading, Rear Barn
As OEM security increases and develops, so do the methods a thief adopts to bypass these systems. Criminals now study the OEM system to perfect their entry techniques. Our ProtektaPlate is designed to answer these vehicle specific threats, with each one being uniquely designed to address vehicle and door specific vulnerability.
77 11 434 054

05 ProtektaPlate 2 Door Set-Side Loading, Rear Barn

06 ArmourShell 2 Door Standard Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn - Black
Our Thatcham Quality Assured ArmourShell is the product of choice for those who require the ultimate answer to their security needs. No expense was spared when producing this pedigree locking system. The high security low-maintenance semi-automatic locking system houses the hardened steel locking bolt. With a simple push-to-lock mechanism, allows for quick and easy vehicle lockup, with the user having to use the high security keys provided in order to unlock this product.
77 11 434 056

07 Catalytic converter protector
Vehicle specific kits ensure optimum security for your vehicles catalytic converter. Incorporates anti-tamper fixings with a 10mm hardened chain, in combination with security registration, this is the highest specification of catalytic converter protection.
77 11 433 796 FWD
77 11 434 088 RWD
The Renault Conversions: efficient, practical and versatile

The Renault Master is a hugely versatile vehicle. It is available with a range of body styles, physical sizes and engine variants that can be adapted to a wide range of uses. We offer a comprehensive range of products and services to facilitate the adaptation of our vehicles to individual requirements.

Our comprehensive range of ‘Off the Shelf’ factory converted products are available directly from our dealer network as a ‘One Stop Shop’. These vehicles are provided with a full manufacturer warranty (4 years, 100,000 miles) from Renault that applies to both the base vehicle and the conversion, giving the peace of mind you would expect when buying directly from Renault.

To complement our ‘Off the Shelf’ Conversions, Renault has developed a range of Tailor Made Accredited Conversions providing popular specialist vehicle adaptations such as refrigerated vans, Minibuses and grounds maintenance vehicles. Our accredited range has been developed in partnership with converters who have received Renault approval after being assessed on their technical and quality standards by a dedicated team from Renault.

Our Accredited Converters can also produce completely bespoke vehicles built to meet a customer’s specific requirement either as a one off build or as a multiple order. Our Accredited Converters receive specialist support and backup, ensuring that the quality of the conversion meets the standards expected by Renault and that the conversion meets all legal and technical requirements. Regular assessments and quality training are provided to the converters to ensure that these high standards are maintained both in the build of the vehicle and the aftersales backup provided. Renault takes responsibility for the base vehicle, and the converter is responsible for all aspects of the conversion, and in most cases the conversion will match the base vehicle warranty.

*Some exceptions apply (please check with your supplying dealer for the converter warranty statement)
The Master Dropside is designed to allow you to load and unload large items easily thanks to its 400mm high aluminium folding side panels. It benefits from a load length up to 4,430mm with a load height of 400mm and payload* up to 1,419kg.

- 3 load lengths: Medium (ML), Long (LL) and extra long (LLL) wheelbases
- 4 engines: dCi 110, ENERGY dCi 110, dCi 130, ENERGY dCi 145.
- FWD or RWD, also available as a twin-wheel RWD for even more traction (ideal for towing)
- Also available as crew cab (double cab)
- Payload* up to 1,419kg

Features:
- Foldaway step on rear side panel (1)
- Anchorage points in loading area (6 to 8 depending on version)
- Hot-galvanised steel front side panel and platform
- Anti-slip wooden floor
- Folding and removable aluminium side and rear panels (400mm high)
- Aluminium cab protecting grid with ladder/long object rack

*Payload equals the Maximum Operating Mass (Gross Vehicle Mass or GVM) less the Kerb Mass. Kerb Mass is the weight of the complete vehicle including coolant, oil, a 90% full fuel tank, spare wheel and jack, but excluding driver and crew. All Kerb Masses, and therefore Payloads quoted are subject to manufacturing tolerances and are based on the base level model. Any additional equipment added (options or accessories), or the selection of a higher trim level, can result in a higher Kerb Mass and a reduced Payload.
The Renault Tipper benefits from a high strength light weight steel body, resulting in a highly durable vehicle, with a much improved payload* up to 1,326kg for the FWD and 1,182kg for the RWD versions. The Renault Tipper also has excellent towing capacity with the twin wheel RWD versions being able to tow up to 3,000kg while keeping the interior comfort of a Renault Master.

- 2 load lengths: Medium (ML) and Long (LL) wheelbases
- Engines available: dCi 110, ENERGY dCi 110, dCi 130 & ENERGY dCi 145
- FWD or RWD, also available as a twin-wheel RWD for even more traction (ideal for towing)
- Also available as crew cab (double cab)
- Payload* up to 1,326kg

*Payload equals the Maximum Operating Mass (Gross Vehicle Mass or GVM) less the Kerb Mass. Kerb Mass is the weight of the complete vehicle including coolant, oil, a 90% full fuel tank, spare wheel and jack, but excluding driver and crew. All Kerb Masses, and therefore Payloads quoted are subject to manufacturing tolerances and are based on the base-level model. Any additional equipment added (options or accessories), or the selection of a higher trim level, can result in a higher Kerb Mass and a reduced Payload.

Features:
- Rear tipping ‘Scattolini’ body (45°)
- Hot-galvanised steel loading deck (2mm thick)
- Aluminium side and rear panels (400mm high)
- Aluminium cab protecting grid with ladder/long object rack
Box Van

With a load volume of up to 22m³ and payload up to 1,175kg, the Renault Master Box Van allows the efficient enclosed transport of merchandise or objects in an optimised loading area thanks to a perfectly flat rectangular floor without wheel arches and large side walls. This vehicle is ideally suited to delivery and removal companies as well as for use as short term rental vehicles.

- Long (LL) and extra long (LLL) wheelbases
- Engines available: dCi 130 & ENERGY dCi 145
- FWD or RWD, also available as a twin-wheel RWD for even more traction (ideal for towing)
- Payload up to 1,175kg

Features:
- Polyester walls with aluminium reinforcement (4mm thick)
- 15mm thick floor
- Clear glass fibre roof
- Interior fitting with 3 protective pads / 2 lashing rails
- Rear doors – roller shutter
- Luton head option available

*Payload equals the Maximum Operating Mass (Gross Vehicle Mass or GVW) less the Kerb Mass. Kerb Mass is the weight of the complete vehicle including coolant, oil, a 90% full fuel tank, spare wheel and jack, but excluding driver and crew. All Kerb Masses, and therefore Payloads quoted are subject to manufacturing tolerances and are based on the base level model. Any additional equipment added (options or accessories), or the selection of a higher trim level, can result in a higher Kerb Mass and a reduced Payload.
Luton Loloader

Based on a Master FWD Platform Cab, the Luton Loloader has a loading height of just 550mm to facilitate easy loading and unloading, a payload of 1,351kg and 18.5m³ load volume, which make it particularly suited to removals, home delivery, as well as multiple delivery and collections.

In addition, the LoLoader's adaptability means it can be easily converted for specialist uses such as catering vehicles or mobile shop or showroom.

- Long (LL) wheelbase
- 3 engines: dCi 130, ENERGY dCi 145 and ENERGY dCi 170 in manual or automatic transmission
- Payload: 1,351kg
- 18.5m³ of load volume

*Payload equals the Maximum Operating Mass (Gross Vehicle Mass or GVM) less the Kerb Mass. Kerb Mass is the weight of the complete vehicle including coolant, oil, a 90% full fuel tank, spare wheel and jack, but excluding driver and crew. All Kerb Masses, and therefore Payloads quoted are subject to manufacturing tolerances and are based on the base level model. Any additional equipment added (options or accessories), or the selection of a higher trim level, can result in a higher Kerb Mass and a reduced Payload.
Extend the Renault LCV experience at renault.accessories.uk

Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Renault U.K. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, including their characteristics, specifications, equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given below and can differ from the descriptions given or the photos displayed. It is therefore necessary to check with your Renault Dealer before purchasing any product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are as advertised.
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